Treating Calcium, BTK and Long Lesions Webinar
High Pressure and Low-Pressure Scoring Approaches

**PANEL**

Sven Bräunlich, MD  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD  
Matthias Ulrich, MD

**AGENDA**

Tuesday, May 26, 2020 | Webinar will commence at 14:00 CET

Session & Speaker Introduction  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Calcified Plaque & CTO in BTK  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Contemporary Disease State  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Types of Plaque and Calcium Distribution  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Clinical/Technical Hurdles of Calcium  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Resilience of Lesions  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

What alternative techniques are possible?  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Pave & Crack Technique  
Matthias Ulrich, MD

CART – Technique  
Matthias Ulrich, MD

Management of recurring infra-popliteal disease in diabetic patients with CLI  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

Introduction to significant studies of impact  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

Retrograde Approach after Antegrade Perforation  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

PIERCE- Technique  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

Debulking Technique  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

High-Pressure Coronary Balloons & JADE Registry  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Multicenter Registry Update  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

Other Study Updates  
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD

24-month BTK global real-world registry Lutonix DCB outcomes  
Sven Bräunlich, MD

Conclusion | Q &A  
All